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А-ЗАВИСИМОСТЪ ФОТОРОЖДЕНИЯ ИНКЛЮЗИВНЫХ 5Г* -МЕЗОНОВ

Приводятся и обсуждаются экспериментальные данные по А -за-

висимости фотопионов в широком интервале энергии и уг\лов вторич-

ных 5Г" - мезонов. Показано, что если инвариантное сечение

j"_ _1_ Я у. - представить в виде -f ~ £ $ a , то в знерге-_1_ Я у
тической зависимости показателя п наблюдаются те же особен-

ности, которые были наблюдены в аналогичных адронных процессах,

Расширение углового интервала до 20 - 160° в л.с. предостави-

ло возможность более детально изучить природу этих особеннос-

тей» Делаются попытки объяснения наблюденных особенностей в

функции n=n.(Tsr) путем учета дополнительных (к прямому про-

цессу фогорождения на ядерных нуклонах) источников образования

инклюзивных 5\ - мезонов.
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The experimental data on A-dependence of photopions 1n wide energy and

angular Intervals of secondary 5\~ -mesons are discussed. It Is shown that

1f the Invariant cross section -f = — ~—~=— Is represented 1n the

form of j- ~ Ъ fC" . then 1n the energy dependence of exponent n,

one can observe the same singularities as 1n the analogous hadron processes.
о

The expansion of the angular Interval up to 20 - 160 1n lab made It pos-

sible to study in detail the nature of these singularities. The attempts

are made to explain the observed singularities 1n the function п. = п.(Тлт)

by taking Into account additional (to the direct process of photoproduction

on nuclear nucieons) sources of the Inclusive S\ -meson production.
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1. Introduction

Owing to new phenomena revelled In the reiativistic nuclear physics. In

[1.2] {3V4]

particular» to the cumulative effect and nuclear scaling , Mich

attention Is given to production of particles on nuclei 1n the region for-

bidden for the two-particle kinematics (I.e. In the cumulative region). The

dependence of cross section on the atari с number of the target nuclei

(A-dependence) 1s one of the Most Important characteristics of these pro-

cesses. The recent data on the production of backward ЗГ -mesons by had-
[5] a. [6]

rons (by protons . and by Sf -mesons ) have shown singularities 1n the

A-dependence the exausttng explanation of which 1s not so far found. So new

data are needed. In particular for-the other primary particles and under

various kimmatical conditions.

In the case of nuclear photoproduction the cumulative proton yield Is
[7,8]

studied comparatively well , whereas experimental results on such

mesons photoproduction are almost absent. In the present work we have pre-

sented the experimental data on A-dependence of Jl~-masons (both cumulative

and noncumuiative) produced by;bremsstrahiung у -quanta with the maximum

energy 4.5 6eV at production angle 20-160 and momenta 0.15 • 1.3 GeV/c.



2. Experimental Setup

The experimental results are obtained with Г -3 beam of the Yerevan
[9, 10]

electron synchrotron using a "Deuteron" setup described 1n detail 1n

5i " -mesons were Identified with two detectors. The first one was a
[9]

range detector allowing to Identify JT"-mesons (without charge sign

division) with the kinetic energy Tgj «45 * 160 MeV at production angle of
о

20 - 160 . The absolute energy spreads and solid angle were Д Т «12*8 MeV

and д Л «10 msterad, respectively. As the second detector we have taken

a magnetic spectrometer with the tfme-of-flight measurement technique,
[10]

 4
which enabled to Identify ЛГ"-mesons with the kinetic energy 0.18*1.2 Get

о
at 20 - 120 . The relative momentum resolution and the solid angle of the

spectrometer were Д P/P « ± 6.5 X (at Par •£ 1.0 GeV/c) and ДЛ-1.25 mster,

respectively. The time-of-flight was measured 1n the interval Ъ «15-50 nsec

(on the basis of 4.5 m) with the relative errors д^/г^,±5 X (ДТ*± 0.8 nsec).

3. Experimental results

We have investigated the reaction

where X 1s the residual system. As solid targets the nuclei
 iZ
C ,

 г 7
А 1 ,

Cu , Sn and Pb were used whose characteristics are given 1n Table 1.

The yield of reaction (1) was measured, simultaneously for J/ "-mesons

and protons in the case of the range detector and for 57 -mesons and pro-

tons 1n the case of the magnetic spectrometer. In the latter cas« transition

to the measurement of the yield of 5Г -mesons Is done by changing the



magnetic field polarity. According to the measured yields the Invariant

sections «юге composed

where Л/- 1 the measured yield, £ , P and Д P/p are respectively

total energy, momentum and momentum resolution of measurements, д Л - i s

the solid angle, Л/
П и с
 and N% are respectively the number of nuclei on

the beam way in the target and the number of equivalent % -quanta defined

by measuring the beam power with a Gaussian-type quantameter. The coeffi-

cient С in (2) takes into account corrections due to nuclear absorption

and multiple scattering in the target and detector matter, pairproduction

1n the target, decay in flight and the particle detection efficiency. The

obtained valjes of the Invariant cross section at fixed energy and angle

were presented as a function of atomic number A of the target nuclei. Fig.l

gives some data as an example. Only statistical errors are shown. The abso-

lute errors, which.are mainly due to the uncertainties In definition of the

coefficient С and measurement of Л/у , do not exceed, by estimates, 20 t

and are Inessential for the present work.

The solid lines in fig.l * n drawn by the least squares method according

to the representation

[5,6]
In the present work we have analyzed the behaviour of the exponent

•s a function of energy and detection angle of Inclusive 5Г -mesons.

4. Discussion of Experimental Results

Considering 1n detail the behaviour of exponent n. In 5Г production

on nuclei at 180 by 8.6 SeV protons the authors_jfif_Bel,[5Lobserved complex



dependence of a on kinetic energy of secondary particles. It turned out

that with Increasing the energy (beginning from ~ 100 MeV) n (>1) first

decreases, passes through a minimum (at T^cslSO MeV), and then 1 abases

and at high energies (already In cumulative region) becomes again a * 1 .

A minimum value of n (150) - 0.8. Such a strange behaviour of n. was

confirmed In the experiment with primary 5F -mesons with momentum
a 0

4.4 GeV/c, not for the fixed angle V
s
 -180 , but for the Interval

0
 a °

H O « nJ5r *
 1 5

° •
 T n u s

 **
 M S
 shown the presence of complex dependence

IX

of exponent n. In A -dependence of cross section on the energy of

backward Inclusive <5F •mesons In the hadron-caused processes. If this

phenomenon Is universal, then It must take place also 1n analogous reac-

tions with primary electromagnetic (and weak) particles.

In fig.2 there 1s shown the dependence of n. for reaction (1) (dashed

points) on kinetic energy of secondary «JF -mesons (without charge sign
о о

division) at \fe *
120
 - 160 • By blank points the results of Ref. [5]

are shown, too. As one can see, In photoproduction processes a minimum In

the values at T5 » 150 MeV 1s observed, although the general character

of Interaction of Jf -quanta as well as of hadrons with nuclei In the
[11] y

fl

Investigated region of Initial energies 1s different (if 6. ~ n ,
6~fl >.

The authors of Refs [5] and [б] made no effort as to explain the

causes of the above mentioned behaviour of exponent n. .

The authors of Ref. [12] gave qualitative considerations In order to

Interpret the presence of a minimum In distribution tftifTj) In the

data of Ref.[5]. The essence of these considerations Is as follows. The

produced secondary Si -mesons when passing through a nucleus scatter on

nuclear nucleons. The cross section of this Interaction has two resonances.

A first one Is due to the absorption of 5f -mesons by nucleon pairs and



[13]
take place at 120-130 MeV . A second one Is generally known: at~-190 HeV

-.< _ . [14]

- the total cross section of (51N )-1nteract1on has a maximum . The total

effect of these two processes Is responsible for the maximum of the total

-:..: cross section of 5 «inesons scattering Inside the nucleus at about ISO MeV.

•j The Increase of the cross section results In the Increase of losses of

j particles from the given angular and energy Interval. As far as the scattered

• i particles, as a rule, lose their energy, the "transfer" of the particles

' from the resonance energy region to the low-energy region occurs. Such a

"transfer" Is stronger, the heavier Is the nucleus. As a result, In the

resonance region exponent IX has a minimum value, while In the region of

/ lower energies may grow notably and become more than unity. As to the high-
[I2j

f
/ energy region, proceeding from the fact that here tx %. i , the authors

conclude on the decrease of the effective absorption of Jl ~ -mesons, 1n

other words, on the decrease of -5FN -cross section Inside the nucleus.

Since the 51" -meson energy Is still small for the account of Increase

of longitudinal distances 1n 3fN -interactions, this conclusion seems not

quite grounded.

It Is doubtless that the absorption process of the secondary particles

affects the A-dependence character. However, It seems that this process can

scarcely account for the experimentally observed character of t\. = а{Тзг)

dependence. This Is seen particularly well on the photoproduction example.

Haven't there been secondary interactions of 5Г -mesons and other

particles with the residual nucleus, the cross section (^ (^-"-ЗП would

have been proportional to Я , since photons Interact with all individual

nucieons of the nucleus. The scattering of pions on nuclear nucieons Must
n

have brought to the decrease of exponent a fn A -dependence. Hence for

the total cross section of 5?" -meson photoproduction 6 A (fl7l -*3l )n. must

have been less, than unity. Actually in «ef. [15] we have measured А-й



- ( • •

of total (Integrated over angle and energy) cross section of charged

jf -mesons by photons with energy ET"*- 4.5 GeV and show that exponent

In this case was no more than 0.84 ± 0.023. Obviously H »0.84 Is the

mean characteristic of the JF~-meson photoproduction on nuclei and does

not exclude the presence of local singularities In п(Т$) dependence.

Here we only wish to emphasize that the "Introduction" of the secondary

Interaction results In the decrease of this mean characteristic from Я • l

down to U * 0.84. Therefore, 1f for some value of energy, owing to the

resonance Increase of the Interaction cross section, the absorption of

Jl -mesons Increases, this must result In decrease of the exponent as

compared to the mean value n «0.84 , which fact Is observed neither In

hadron nor 1n photon experiments. The letters proved that r u
m i a

 * n.

(see fig.2).

Thus, the nature of rise of a minimum 1n n »n.(Tjj) Is connected not

with additional losses of SI"-mesons at Tjf « 150 MeV, but on the con-

trary, 1s apparently the consequence of the presence of additional sources

of 5t ~ -meson production In the region T j < 150 MeV which enhance

A-dependence at notably high energies.

In order to confirm this hypothesis let us consider the dependences

^ * t\ (TiT)
 for

 different anglss of S ~ -mesons. These data on photo-

production are given in f1g.3, where It Is seen that, first, with decreasing

the angle the minimum on the energy scale Ту Is shifted to the region

of high energies and then disappears, and, second the Increase of a in

the region T$ < 150 MeV enhances 1n the case -r small angles.
о

The data for Vft "30 show that for the region Iff "• 200 MeV the

exponent n. remains constant and Is equal to 0.8 * 0.85 , I.e. close to

ix -0.84 for A-dependence of total cross section of SF
1
-meson photoproduc-

tion. And this 1s quite natural: at small angles and high energies of

8



5Г -mesons the process of direct photoproduction on nuclear nucieons 1s

dominating. The secondary rescetterings In the nucleus reduce a

1 down to 0.8 - 0.85. With Increasing the angle the Increase of n. Is

observed, since a nt.* mechanism - the cumulative production of 5f -mesons

which enhances A-dependence, begins contributing. As to the kinetic energy

region T$ < 150 MeV, here the enhance of growing n, for small angles

1s apparently due to the cascade JF -meson production. The probability

of the letters in the region of small angles 1s higher since the high-

energy secondary particles are produced mainly forward, and the higher 1s

the energy of these particles the higher 1s the probability of produced

by them low-energy cascade 5f -mesons. Certainly, the high-energy se-

condary particles are also at large angles, however, their amount Is

extremely small (with Increasing the production angle the spectra of both

S -mesons and protons become notably steeper). As a result of that,

the enhance of A-depenedence for large angles and low energies of secondary

3|* -mesons is relatively weak. As to the Increase of t\ which Is due to
[12] ^

 ±
the mechanism of resonance absorption of Л ~ -mesons, it^must take

place both for large and small production angles, since there 1s no chosen

direction In the nucleus for secondary particles. In other words, the cha-

racter of n. s a(Tjj) dependence in this case must be similar for all the

angles, which fact contradicts the experiment.

In fig.4 are given the angular dependences of exponent n. for various

energies. It is seen that actually ftp Tjj < 150 MeV a decreases as

the angle grows, In the region TJJ =* 150 - 300 MeV re -const -0.8-0.85

and at large energies n. grows with л ^ and becomes more than unity. The

latter circumstance, as it was mentioned above. Is apparently connected

with the cumulative effect, the physical essence of which cannot be at pre-



sent considered clear.
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C A P T I O N S

F1g.l Dependence of Invariant cross section j of reaction ^f\~-H\tX

at EJJ- «4.5 GeV and production angle -Q^ =>90 on mass number

of target nuclei A. Q kinetic energy of j?" «mesons,

Tjf «851 MeV, $ -356 MeV, £ -283 HeV, V - 67 MeV.

Fig.2 Dependence of exponent n. on kinetic energy of 3i~ -mesons.

Experimental points: i -reaction %A -»"5f ~ X at production
oo

angle - ^ =120 - 160 , 6 - reaction рД—ду + Х at
о. о [5]

 l

-Цг » 180

F1g.3 Dependence of exponent n on kinetic energy of Jl -mesons

at various production angles of 5\~ -mesons In reaction

'M~-~'M~ X . Experimental points: ^ - production angle

. 0 T ° T ° T o o
•Щ =30 , ^ - 60 , ф -90 , j - 120 -160 ,

- r e a c t i o n p/l —ЛГ* X . Я?̂ г - 1 8 0

Fig,4 Dependence of exponent a on production angle of 3f" -mesons

at various kinetic energies of jl ~ -mesons in reaction

йЯ —*" ̂  ^ . Experimental points: 4 - kinetic energy

Тя «48 MeV, J - 67 MeV, ^ - 91 MeV, ^ - 108 MeV,

- 155 MeV, i - 238 MeV, i - 356 MeV, f - 851 MeV,
[16]

- 900 MeV
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